MPAS Spring & Summer 2020 Book List for Manchester/Worcester

Pre-Course Required Reading


Program Requirement

- AAPA Membership (student membership is $75 and is for 2 full years). Visit the following site for more information on student membership benefits. https://www.aapa.org/member-home/#Accordion_21474849814

Health Care Issues I and II (MPA-527/528)


Clinical Medicine I and II (MPA-530/531)

Required Texts:


Recommended Texts:

Patient Assessment I and II (MPA-538/539)

Required Textbooks:


Recommended texts


Pharmacology I, II, and III (MPA-542, 543, and 544)

Required Textbooks:

- Additional articles or handouts may be assigned. If articles are assigned, students will be informed and provided with a paper or electronic copy of the article or a web link to access the article.

Recommended Textbooks:

Clinical Anatomy (MPA-544)


Physiology/Pathophysiology I and II (MPA-546/547)


General Program Materials

- **Basic calculator** without graphing or advanced equation options. (Students will NOT be allowed to use smartphone calculators on exams)
- **TurningPoint ResponseCard** RF LCD or ResponseCard NXT: Rcxr-03 Clicker (Must be a RF-03 or higher, NXT or RF-LCD). [https://www.turningtechnologies.com/response-options](https://www.turningtechnologies.com/response-options)
  
  - Response cards can be ordered, new or used, through many online vendors or through the MCPHS online Bookstore. Clinical year students may also be a resource for purchasing a used response card. If you already have a RF-03 or higher-end NXT clicker from a previous institution you may use them. The RF-01 and 02 versions are not compatible. There is a Turning Point mobile device app but there is an associated cost. Please use the link above for more information and pricing.

Program Recommended Textbooks

  
*Denotes book is available online through the MCPHS Library website.

All required texts should be available for three-hour reserve in the library.